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Although the Protein Data Bank (PDB) contains a large number of three-dimensional struc-

tures of biomolecules, conventional search tools provide only simple functions such as keyword

searching (entry, header, etc.), because the PDB is in at format, i.e., text �le. It is di�cult

to understand the relationships between structures and functions from the coordinate data of

PDB alone. On the other hand, PROSITE database contains information on functional site of

proteins. In order to extract the maximum functional information from three-dimensional struc-

tures, we developed a tool called 3DInSight, which consists of the data of PDB and PROSITE

in a relational database system SYBASE as well as the tool set for retrieval and display of the

information.

The 3DInSight system runs on the World Wide Web (WWW) and provides exible search

functions such as pattern matching of sequences, search by secondary structures, and so on. Fur-

thermore, PDB structural information and PROSITE functional information are cross-linked.

The three-dimensional structures and the functional sites can be displayed together by using

VRML and more detailed document information can be referred by clicking on the interesting

parts of the structures.



The PDB and related data are divided into 14 tables according to the semantic relationships

between data items for exible and e�cient searching. For example, there are table of helix,

table of sheet, table of properties of amino acids, table of distance information, table of motif

position in chains, and so on. Moreover, several subsets of the database such as subsets of

homology, subset of DNA, subset of DNA-Protein complex, etc., are created for speci�c users

to search on di�erent categories e�ectively.

The WWW interface of 3DInSight is of two levels: the form-based interface and SAL-based

one. Using the form-based interface users can do most of regular searchings such as searching by

keywords, searching by sequence pattern, etc. by simply �lling out a form. On the other hand,

the SAL-based interface provides powerful expression capability to search information under

more complex conditions. However, users have to construct SAL statements by themselves.


